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About your presenter
• Started Clinical Associates, P.A. in 1992
• Multi-Disciplinary - About 85 practitioners throughout KS & MO

• Psychiatrists, Psychologists, Psychiatric Nurse Practitioners, LSCSWs, LMLPs, 
LCPs, LPCs, LCPCs, LCACs, and others

• We do everything except child custody evaluations…
• Offices in Lenexa, Wichita, Hays, NKC and Florissant, MO (St. Louis)
• My practice is limited to evaluation & consultation
• Forensic, Diagnostic & Risk Related evaluations

• Federal & State Courts, Federal agencies (DEA, ICE, DOE, etc), Police Depts, 
Clergy

• More info, Vita, Download this .ppt file and reference list at:  
www.clinical-assoc.com
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Educational Objectives

• Understand the importance of using technology ethically in 
areas of practice that are not yet clearly defined

• Understand the current state of televideo technology in the 
delivery of services

• Become familiar with various technologies to assist in 
security and privacy concerns in everyday practice

How many of you currently ...
• Use an EMR?
• Use a smart phone for email or texting?
• Use a copier/scanner/fax with internal storage /hard drive?
• Use a Fax machine?
• Use televideo in evaluation or treatment?
• Use secure email?
• Use secure texting?
• Use a VPN?
• Encrypt your computer hard drive?
• Encrypt files before sending/loading to others or storage?
• Use a thumb drive with patient info?
• Use an email hosting service?
• Inform patients about the limits / dangers of electronic media?
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Why American and German car companies 
will never have a common set of standards
• Beyond metric and Imperial
• Airbags
• Germans assume seatbelt usage and can plan on a smaller more 

directed, cheaper, more efficient airbag deployment
• Americans assume no seat belt and airbag must deploy to cover a 

larger set of possibilities as to where the body is positioned given that 
there are many unknowns

• Protect ALL – Anti-Darwinian logic
• Specifications of buttons, mirrors, headlights coded into statute 

versus incorporating new technological advances as available
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• ROME, Oct. 30, 1992— More than 350 years after the Roman 
Catholic Church condemned Galileo, Pope John Paul II is poised to 
rectify one of the Church's most infamous wrongs -- the persecution 
of the Italian astronomer and physicist for proving the Earth moves 
around the Sun. With a formal statement at the Pontifical Academy 
of Sciences on Saturday, Vatican officials said the Pope will formally 
close a 13-year investigation into the Church's condemnation of 
Galileo in 1633. The condemnation, which forced the astronomer and 
physicist to recant his discoveries, led to Galileo's house arrest for 
eight years before his death in 1642 at the age of 77. 

• Our professional organizations don’t move quite this slow but they 
still always lag technological breakthroughs forcing practitioners to 
find ways of practicing ethically with minimal direction at times.

z

•As technology progresses faster than our 
professional organizations’ abilities to 
provide guidelines and direction, we need 
to think about ways to maintain ethical 
practice strategies and secure ways of both 
storing and communicating patient 
data. This presentation will look at various 
new technologies and how to ethically 
integrate them into everyday practice.
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APA Ethics Code

• 4.01 Maintaining Confidentiality
Psychologists have a primary obligation and take reasonable 
precautions to protect confidential information obtained through or 
stored in any medium, recognizing that the extent and limits of 
confidentiality may be regulated by law or established by institutional 
rules or professional or scientific relationship.

• 4.02c Discussing the Limits of Confidentiality
Psychologists who offer services, products or information via 
electronic transmission inform clients/patients of the risks to privacy 
and limits of confidentiality.

• Telepsychology is defined, for the purpose of these guidelines, as the provision of 
psychological services using telecommunication technologies. 

• Telecommunications is the preparation, transmission, communication, or related 
processing of information by electrical, electromagnetic, electromechanical, 
electro-optical, or electronic means (Committee on National Security Systems, 
2010). Telecommunication technologies include but are not limited to telephone, 
mobile devices, interactive videoconferencing, email, chat, text, and Internet 
(e.g., self-help websites, blogs, and social media). The information that is 
transmitted may be in writing, or include images, sounds or other data. These 
communications may be synchronous with multiple parties communicating in real 
time (e.g. interactive videoconferencing, telephone) or asynchronous (e.g. email, 
online bulletin boards, storing and forwarding information). Technologies may 
augment traditional in-person services (e.g., psychoeducational materials online 
after an in-person therapy session), or be used as stand-alone services (e.g., 
therapy or leadership development provided over videoconferencing). 

• Different technologies may be used in various combinations and for different 
purposes during the provision of telepsychology services. For example, 
videoconferencing and telephone may also be utilized for direct service while 
email and text is used for non-direct services (e.g. scheduling). Regardless of the 
purpose, psychologists strive to be aware of the potential benefits and limitations 
in their choices of technologies for particular clients in particular situations.
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APA Guidelines for the Practice of Telepsychology

• Psychologists should become knowledgeable and competent 
“…in the use of the telecommunication technologies being utilized…” 

…and make sure that client/patients are made aware of 

“… the increased risks to loss of security and confidentiality when using 
telecommunication technologies.”

• Encryption: Practitioners understand how to access encrypted services to store records and 
deliver communication. Records storage can be hosted on a secure server with a third-party, 
stored on the practitioner’s hard drive utilizing encrypted folders or stored on an external drive 
that is safely stored.

• Backup Systems: Records and data that are stored on the practitioner’s hard drive are backed up 
either to an external drive or remotely via the Internet.

• Password Protection: Practitioners take further steps to ensure confidentiality of therapeutic 
communication and other materials by password protecting the computer, drives and stored files 
or communication websites.

• Firewalls: Practitioners utilize firewall protection externally or through web-based programs.
• Virus Protection: Practitioners protect work computers from viruses that can be received from or 

transmitted to others, including clients.
• Hardware: Practitioners understand the basic running platform of the work computer and know 

whether or not a client’s hardware/platform is compatible with any communication programs the 
practitioner uses.

• Software: Practitioners know how to download and operate software and assist clients with the 
same when necessary to the delivery of services.

• Third-party services: Practitioners utilize third-party services that offer an address and phone 
number so that contact is possible via means other than email. This offers a modicum of trust in 
the third-party utilized for such services as backup, storage, virus protection and communication.
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HIPAA SAFEGUARDS PRINCIPLE

• Individually identifiable health information should be protected with 
reasonable administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to 
ensure its confidentiality, integrity, and availability and to prevent 
unauthorized or inappropriate access, use, or disclosure.

The illusion of privacy and safety

• 1% of postal mail is misdirected
• All phone calls going through land lines may be monitored
• It is technologically possible to intercept/record phone calls

• Land lines
• Cell calls
• IP VOIP calls

• Capturing keystroke data from keyboards
• Laser listening devices bouncing off glass
• Copiers often store copies of documents on an internal hard drive
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Fax
• There is no easy way to secure a “regular” FAX transmission unless both parties have a encrypting 

fax machine or other special services. 
• Everyone already uses insecure FAX machines that talk over regular phone lines
• People are familiar with communication of protected health information (PHI) on an as needed 

basis verbally over the [insecure] phone.
• Use of these same [insecure] phone lines to send a FAX is not much less secure than talking over 

the line.
• Most organizations have a strong business need to communicate using FAX.
• Since speaking over insecure phone lines, when needed, is “OK” as far as HIPAA goes, how can a 

FAX be less secure?
• FAXes are often left on the FAX machine for some period of time after they arrive. This makes the 

sensitive information available to anyone walking by the machine.
• FAX machines often save copies of received FAXes internally. This makes it possible for anyone 

with access to the FAX machine to print out additional copies of the sensitive material.
• FAX machines generally print out the transmitted messages on paper. This paper, if not 

destroyed, could be placed in an insecure location.
• If the fax machine actually transmits the fax digitally anywhere (e.g. fax-to-email), then that 

digital transmission must be properly encrypted for HIPAA. Most fax machines do not support 
that; and most small offices do not bother to set this up securely even if it is possible for them.

Fax
• Fax does not guarantee confidential transmission: 
• Handling of incoming fax messages. A mailed document comes in a sealed envelope with 

the addressee's name on its face. A fax document is printed on a fax machine which is 
often located in an open office environment and shared between a number of 
colleagues. 

• Errors in dialing the destination number. Somebody receiving a random fax which is not 
addressed to him has no legal obligation to ignore the information contained in the 
message. Speed dial / memory dial  can increase the likelihood of errors.

• Industrial espionage ([1], [2], [3]). Although considered a criminal offense in most 
jurisdictions, fax interception is relatively easy. Reported estimates of the special 
electronics required to intercept a fax transmission start at $20 ([1]). Law enforcement 
agencies can purchase relatively sophisticated fax interception equipment ([4]). Fax 
espionage is less labor intensive than voice conversation interception. The review of a 
pile of intercepted fax messages is faster than listening to a tape of recorded 
conversations. 
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• FAX References
• [1] Beacon, Michael, Assessing Public Network Security, 

Telecommunications, North American Edition, Vol. 23, Number 12, 
December 1989, pp 19-20 

• [2] Berry, S.L., Faxpionnage: A New Threat Hits Mahogany Row, 
Management Review, July 1990, pp 58-60 

• [3] Heffernan, Richard J., And the SPI Survey Says ..., Security 
Management, October 1991 

• [4] Godwin, Philip A., and McShea, Matt, Interception and 
Interpretation of Information from a Subscriber Loop Phone Line, in 
Proceedings of the IEEE 1992 International Carnaham Conference on 
Security Technology: Crime Countermeasures, IEEE, 1992, pp 127-131 

Acknowledged Data Breeches
• NSA and various three letter agencies

• Blueprints for Air Force One

• Target 

• Sloan Kettering 

• CareFirst Blue Cross Blue Shield

• Kaspersky Labs

• Premera Blue Cross Blue Shield

• Harvard University

• LastPass

• Army National Guard

• Anthem

• Office of Personnel Management

• AOL
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What’s Reasonable?

• You must take reasonable effort of a person knowledgeable about the 
relevant issues

• If NSA cannot secure data 100% is it reasonable to assume that you 
can do so?

• Reasonable efforts – adapting to what is known at the time – can be 
(but may not always be) sufficient.

• You need not plan for every and all extraordinary possibility – just for 
the reasonably foreseeable ones.

• Inform your patients accordingly

Data in Transition vs Data at Rest

• Data in transition is actually a much lower risk event statistically
• Uploading into an EMR
• Sending a fax
• Information exchanged over phone lines
• Information exchanged over IP (file downloads, email, etc.)

• Encryption is the easy answer at this level but not always practical
• Reasonable and sensible precautions - VPN
• Golden Rule
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Secure Tunnels

• VPN
• Even less expensive routers have this as an option
• Available on smartphones

• OPEN SSL offers SSL and TLS encryption for data in transit. Typically a 
Linux tool, but there are for Windows and Solaris as well.

• Stunnel can be used to provide an SSL transport for any TCP 
connection that does not support that itself. It is a free, open-source 
way to secure any TCP protocol.

“Data at Rest”

• In the cloud
• On office machines 
• In mobile devices (phones, tablets)
• In portable devices (thumb drives, portable hard drives)

• Focus in the past has been on “Data in Transit” but Data at Rest is the 
“sitting duck” of data
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Storing and Destroying

• Windows built in encryption - BitLocker
• Folderlock, Cryptlocker, Filevault and many others $30-$75
• File erase and destruction programs

• Older DOD 9 wipe programs are insufficient and have been broken
• Newer DOD programs, Boot and Nuke, etc

• “Sometimes reasonable efforts are insufficient……”
• Local physician’s story

Cloud Services

• Google
• Amazon
• Microsoft
• Backblaze B2
• Dropbox

• Two-step authentication available
• AES 256-bit encryption
• SSL for the data being uploaded and downloaded
• Password protect/encrypt files BEFORE sending to Dropbox
• (If they hold the key then they can release unencrypted data)
• Financially stable and viable into future?
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Cloud Storage versus Archive

• Immediate access versus delayed access
• Dropbox

• 2GB for free 
• Dropbox Plus $9.99 a month ($99 /yr) for 1,000 GB or one penny a gigabyte. 

• Google Drive
• 15GB for free and $1.99 for 100GB and $9.99 for 1TB (1,000GB ), 10TB 

$99/month

• Backblaze one half cent per gigabyte
• Amazon Glacier .004 per GB but .001 w up to 5 hrs to access

Logistics of Cloud Storage

• Works well for small files and basic users
• If you have 6 hours of video from evaluations it can take forever to 

upload depending on your upload speed.
• Maybe you have Google and it is do-able
• Same issues with online backup programs
• Carbonite – can take weeks to load your initial data
• It took 8 days to restore from our backup at 1GB transfer rate on a 

Synology hot swap off site system a few years ago
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NAS

• An easy and inexpensive backup option but limited
• Systems that duplicate off site are better
• Can be encrypted but slows speed
• Need for off site secure storage
• Cloud can be a good option depending on your bandwidth and 

storage needs
• Encrypt before submitting to cloud

Televideo

• Research supports no differences for individual therapy in multiple 
studies

• Fewer articles on group therapy but again no differences
• Many suggest in person preferable but online acceptable should 

situation necessitate (rural, etc)
• If no difference why this stance?

• Is there a standard office environment for therapy?
• If your furniture and office setting is not like mine how can we be assured that 

therapy will be effective in your office?  
• We know therapeutic connection is one of the strongest predictor 

variables of success yet we do not license therapists based on it
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Televideo

• Licensed both in the place you are and the place you are doing therapy
• Know the laws for both states
• 50 State law summary document (download from CA website)

• OK – Just email the Exec. Dir of Licensing Board
• MS – A different story…

• Know the literature – 51 recent articles as complied by Dr. Pope
• Know the guidelines

• APA Guidelines in the practice of TelePsychology
• American Telemedicine Assn (ATA) Telemental Health Standards
• ATA Video Based Online Mental Health Standards

Televideo

• Some practitioners take to televideo and some do not
• Some patients are appropriate and some not
• Some settings are appropriate and some not
• Controversy is out there and some are opposed 
• This is the wave of the future

• Evidenced based interventions
• Pay for performance
• Integrated care models
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APA Guidelines

• Psychologists who provide tele-psychology services strive to take 
reasonable steps to ensure their competence with both the technologies 
used and the potential impact of the technologies on clients/patients, 
supervisees, or other professionals

• Psychologists make every effort to ensure the ethical and professional 
standards of care and practice are met at the outset and throughout the 
duration of the tele-psychology services they provide

• Psychologists strive to obtain and document informed consent that 
specifically addresses the unique concerns related to the tele-psychology 
services they provide. When doing so, psychologist are cognizant of the 
applicable laws and regulations, as well as organizational requirements, the 
government informed consent in this area

APA Guidelines

• Psychologists who provide toll psychology services make reasonable 
efforts to protect and maintain the confidentiality of the data and 
information relating to their clients/patients and inform them of the 
potential increased risk of loss of confidentiality inherent in the use of 
the telecommunication technologies, if any

• Psychologists who provide tele-psychology services take reasonable 
steps to ensure that security measures are in place to protect data 
and information related to their clients/patients from unintended 
access or disclosure
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APA Guidelines

• Psychologists who provide tele-psychology services make reasonable 
efforts to dispose of data and information and the technologies used 
in a manner that facilitates protection from unauthorized access and 
accounts for safe and appropriate disposal

• Psychologists are encouraged to consider the unique issues that may 
arise with test instruments and assessment approaches designed for 
in person implementation when providing tele-psychology services

• Psychologists are encouraged to be familiar with and comply with all 
relevant laws and regulations when providing tele-psychology 
services to clients/patients across jurisdictional and international 
borders

ATA Online Mental Health Services

• Provider and patient identity verification
• Provider and patient location documentation
• Contact information verification for professionals and patient
• Verification of expectations regarding contact between sessions
• Patient appropriateness for videoconferencing based tele-mental 

health
• Appropriateness of videoconferencing in settings where professional 

staff are not immediately available
• Informed consent
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ATA Online Mental Health Services

• Physical environment
• Communication and collaboration with the patient's treatment team
• Emergency management
• Device hardware and conductivity
• Privacy
• Qualification and training of professionals
• Documentation and record-keeping
• Payment and billing
• Chart that you have considered or covered relevant issues

Practical Considerations

• Setting and Privacy
• Privilege belongs to the patient
• Practitioner decides what is therapeutic/appropriate in setting
• Ideally, we like assistance on site
• Patient knowledge of hardware if no one on site
• Bandwidth considerations
• What happens if there is a problem – phone backup to solve
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Key Issues

• Bandwidth
• Some low-bandwidth programs (Vidyo)

• Hardware
• Can adequately do the job –determined in conjunction w software and 

bandwidth
• High resolution camera
• Microphone suited to the task

• Ease of Connecting
• Send an email invite
• Log on to a web site

Cameras

• Logitech C920 1080p (<$50) Wide angle (78 degree) – our choice
• Logitech C930e 1080p 90 degree view ($76)
• Logitech C615 (<$40)
• Logitech ConferenceCam BCC950 ($200)
• Logitech ConferenceCam Connect ($360)

• Lighting, Lighting, Lighting
• Positioning and framing
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Microphones

• Blue Microphones (bluemic.com)
• Snowball for groups ($50)
• Snowflake for laptops ($54)

• Plantronics Headsets ($30)
• Andrea Headsets ($30)
• Andrea Analog-Digital converter for non-USB mics
• USB Microphones preferred
• People report better video when sound is better

Software
• HIPAA Compliant - MUST give you a business agreement
• Many good programs are compliant but will not give you an agreement – do not recommend use (gotomeeting.com)
• Apple Facetime is HIPAA compliant without a business agreement
• https://www.regroupconnect.com/

• http://www.vidyo.com/

• https://www.thera-link.com/pricing/

• https://www.wecounsel.com/private-practice/pricing/

• https://www.zoom.us/?zcid=1173&gclid=CIvHisWhldMCFYS3wAodpTkHhA
• HIPAA compliance requires a minimum purchase of $200/month USD, either through our business plan or our API partner plan. A 

signed BAA is required for this contract. Please see here for more information: 
https://support.zoom.us/hc/enus/articles/207652183-HIPAA-Business-Associate-Agreement-BAA-
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Kansas

• KAR 102-1-19 – Services rendered to individuals located in this state

• Each person, regardless of the person's location, who engages in either of the 
following activities shall be deemed to be engaged in the practice of psychology 
in this state and shall be required to have a license, issued by the board, to 
practice psychology as a licensed psychologist:

• If he/she engages in the practice of psychology, providing services to one or more 
individuals located in this state; or

• Represents oneself to be a psychologist available to provide psychological 
services to one or more individuals located in this state.

• K.S.A. § 74-5316a
• Licensed out-of-state psychologists must obtain a temporary permit from 

the licensing board in order to practice for no more than 15 days per year 
Must demonstrate good cause to Board for request to extend temporary 
permit for additional 15 days

• K.S.A. § 74-5316a
• The licensing board may issue a cease and desist order &/OR assess a fine 

of up to $ 1,000 per day, for failure to obtain a temporary permit to 
practice psychology in KS

• K.S.A. § 74-5341; K.S.A. § 21-6602; K.S.A. § 21-6611
• Class A Misdemeanor : Possible fine up to $2,500 &/OR imprisonment up 

to 1 year 
• Any 24- hour period shall count as one entire day of psychology services.
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Kansas

• Kansas KAR 102-1-19 requires license in state to practice psychology 
regardless of person's location 
http://www.ksbsrb.org/statutes_regs/regulationslp.html

• § 337.045(5) R.S.Mo
• Licensed out-of-state psychologist may practice for no more than 10 

consecutive business days in any 90 day period, or in aggregate may not 
exceed 15

• § 337.065(1) R.S.Mo; § 560.011 R.S.Mo; § 560.016 R.S.Mo

• Class A Misdemeanor: possible fine up to $1,000
• &/OR possible imprisonment up to 1 business days in any 9-month period

Missouri

• 2013 HB 986 to be codified as §376.1900.1 R.S.Mo, effective Jan 1, 2014

• “Telehealth” has the same meaning as defined under §208.670
• R.S. Mo. -- the “use of medical information exchanged from one site to 

another via electronic communications to improve the health status of a 
patient.”

• Private payers must provide coverage for telehealth services to same 
extent as in-person services but may limit coverage to providers in a 
telemedicine network approved by the payer
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• We are currently developing a website dedicated to PSYPACT (website address will www.psypact.org) that 
will have resource materials available like a resource policy toolkit, handouts, etc., a frequently asked 
questions section and a map to track the progress of PSYPACT in each state legislature. We hope to have the 
website available within the next few weeks. In the meantime, additional information is available on the 
ASPPB website at: https://www.asppb.net/page/PSYPACT. I have attached some materials from this page, 
including the PSYPACT language and a fact sheet about PSYPACT. We also have a PSYPACT email listserv 
available that will be used to send out updates about the progress of PSYPACT in each state. Please let me 
know if you are interested in being added and I would be happy to add your email address. Lastly, you can 
follow us on Twitter @PSYPACT. 

• Lisa Russo
• PSYPACT Coordinator
• Member Services Special Projects Coordinator
• Association of State and Provincial Psychology Boards
• P.O. Box 3079
• Peachtree City, GA 30269
• Phone: 678-216-1191
• Fax: 678-216-1176
• lrusso@asppb.org

• This was in 2015 – website online in 2018 – have not reached min 7 states 
signing up to date but anticipate this will occur in 2020 at latest.

From Kenneth P. Drude, Ph.D.
• Colorado State Board of Psychology Examiners Policies § 30-1 Teletherapy Policy http://www.colorado.gov/cs/Satellite/DORA-

Reg/CBON/DORA/1251632089838

• Louisiana – board opinion that psychologist must be licensed in LA to provide telepsychology, that the psychologist is expected to 
have had a face to face relationship established previously (November 2010 Board minutes – not online)

• Texas - Telepractice Policy Statement, Newsletter of Texas State Board of Examiners of Psychologists, Fall 1999, Vol. 12, No. 2, at 
http://www.tsbep.state.tx.us/files/newsletters/1999Fall.pdf

• Wisconsin – board opinion in board web site FAQ section that "…psychologists who are using teletherapy with Wisconsin residents 
must have a license from the Wisconsin Psychology Examining Board." At 
http://drl.wi.gov/prof_practice_faq_all.asp?profid=44&locid=0

• Indiana – joint Telepsychology Task Force with state psychology association and licensing board to develop telepsychology 
guidelines 2012 referenced in board March 2012 newsletter at http://www.in.gov/pla/files/Psychology_Newsletter_-
_March_2012.pdf and in IPA September 12, 2012 newsletter. 
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Electronic Health (Medical) Record (EHR/EMR)

• All PHI are kept on a secure server in encrypted form
• Locally stored, cloud or both
• HIPAA Compliant
• Secure disposal of inactive records or archival storage of records
• Modules or services for various needs from charting notes only to 

scheduling, billing, prescribing, practice management, etc
• Recommend a psych only program

Many, Many programs out there

• Valant is what we use (valantmed.com)
• Scalable for large groups but has a solo practice version and in between
• Full service with billing and prescribing if needed
• 7years – switching to new Platform 7-1-18

• Therascribe
• Therapy Notes
• Charting
• Scheduling
• Billing
• Electronic insurance filing through a Gateway
• Reporting options
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Considerations

• Recommend staying away from the free ones
• What support is available
• Security of data
• Up time
• Staff – guy in his garage or large company
• How quick to adapt to mandated changes
• Will they be around
• How easy to port data elsewhere and cost of doing so

Considerations

• Voice dictation 
• Click boxes and it creates narrative
• Real time schedule on mobile devices
• Mobile access to patient records
• Ease in sending medical records to other providers
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Secure Email

• Microsoft, Citrix and others - monthly plans $5-$15
• Many providers/programs out there
• Baracuda $2500 + $1500 a year (also spam filtering)
• Ease of use – an oxymoron – least hassle is better term
• Speed and convenience at each end
• Alternative is to password protect documents with 256K bit 

encryption (Microsoft Word) and send as attachment

Scanners

• TWAIN and NON-TWAIN compatible
• Some TWAIN scanners can feed directly into your EMR
• Copiers often serve as a TWAIN scanner
• Least expensive option is NON-TWAIN – creates a PDF that is 

uploaded into EMR
• Fujitsu Scansnap - $200-$420 multiple models
• Brother 2000-2800 multiple models $300-$450 –TWAIN compatible

• We scan everything and then shred it
• Only when original is destroyed does the scan become the legal copy
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Scanning

• We have folks sign papers (consent, etc) and then scan and shred
• EMR may have capability to capture electronic signatures
• A lot depends on your EMR

• iPad used to read and capture signature
• Separate signature pad can import signature
• Electronic signature online

• Make sure the scan is good before shredding document
• Have a human lay eyes on each page to insure quality of scan

Copiers

• Our 9 year old copier scans 154  (newer models are twice as fast) pages per 
minute and sends direct to our server or to an individual laptop/desktop

• It also keeps a copy on the hard drive of everything it does. 
• This may eventually be overwritten with new data or not
• People have been able to recover information from hard drives on copiers 

after they have been returned on lease
• We have a contract with our service provider that they will destroy all 

information on the hard drive if we turn it back in to them.
• We use this as our fax machine as well standalone fax machines – same 

issues of storage
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Mobile Devices

• What info is stored on your phone?
• Emails?
• Text messages?
• Attached documents that you received and downloaded?
• Use a password – 6 digit preferably
• Two- factor authentication
• Activate remote wipe ability and remote locate ability
• If you sync to other devices (iPhone to iPad) then secure EACH device
• If cloud backup then must be secure
• Watch auto-sync – as your files may inadvertently end up elsewhere

Inform, Inform, Inform

• Inform patients that using these technologies (i.e., email and texting) 
can compromise confidentiality

• Include a statement on your website about confidentiality issues with 
email, in your Consent to Treatment Form, and perhaps in all email 
with patients and other professionals

• If they are informed adequately then they can choose – unless they 
can’t 
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• Ken Pope, Ph.D., has written extensively about informed consent both 
on his website and in his book, Ethics in Psychotherapy and 
Counseling: A Practical Guide. 

• Patients should be told to refrain from emailing you urgent, time 
sensitive material (e.g., thoughts about suicide).

• Regarding text messaging, Zuckerman believes if it’s done for purely 
scheduling purposes (thus no PHI is released), the security threat is 
minimal such a disclaimer isn’t as important.  Others would say the 
name itself in the context of an appointment is PHI.

• If you use text messaging with patients, you should include privacy 
concerns in your consent to treatment forms. Individuals under the 
age of 30 often use text messaging for in-depth (and often 
emotionally laden) conversations and out of habit, may slip back into 
revealing personal information in texts to practitioners.

Google Voice

• Single phone number that rings all your phones
• SMS Messaging
• Saves your voicemail online
• Transcribes your voicemail to text
• Listen in on messages while they are being left
• Low cost international calls
• Record custom greetings for your favorite callers
• Block annoying callers by marking them as SPAM
• NOT HIPAA compliant or secure
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Backup

• Back up servers
• Back up Data
• EMR stores in cloud but if local then need backup locally
• Carbonite ($50 /yr)  Baracuda ($2500 + $1200-$2500 /yr)
• Backs up operating system and or data
• Off site option
• Synology, DROBO, or other NAS drive based with remote option

Network Security

• Secure ports in router
• Strong password on router (26 digit)
• If allowing patient access to wireless then have separate router for 

patient use – still secure it and provide password upon request
• Policies about passwords

• Nothing written down
• Change every 60-180 days
• Require strong passwords – letter, number, symbol

• Virus / malware – Microsoft essentials (free) at a minimum
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Network Security

• Train, Train, Train
• The human element is the weakest one – social engineering
• Each computer secured with a password screen protector at a 

minimum.  Better is domain implementation for multiple computers.
• You are responsible for what your staff does – educate them
• Limit access to only those necessary
• Credentialing files and potential identity theft
• Personal computers on the network
• No data stored on individual computers – only on server

Simple Things

• Soundproof windows between waiting room and office
• Keep windows closed when not in use
• Secure angles for larger monitors so that they are not visible to 

patients
• Background music to help with sound issues
• Soundproof offices – easier said than done
• Don’t have patients sign in on sheet that can be seen by others
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Online Integrated Health Groups

• https://www.americanwell.com/
• $49 for 10 minute consultation
• $95 for 45 min therapy session

• www.betterhelp.com
• Online Care Anywhere – Blue Cross Blue Shield of Minnesota

• $45 per consult

• 24/7
• Not all offer psych services
• OneDocWay – televideo psychiatrist appts

Recording Evaluations

• Police and Public Safety applicants
• Post-Conditional offer of employment
• Three page consent form
• Never had to access one but there for both of our benefit if any 

questions should arise
• People forget the camera is there
• Explain the process, turn recorder on, go through process again then 

into structured interview
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Dr. Ken Pope

• http://kspope.com/index.php

• 21 Ethical Fallacies: Cognitive Strategies To Justify Unethical 
Behavior 

• Kenneth S. Pope, Ph.D., ABPP
• Melba Vasquez, Ph.D., ABPP

• Susan D. Rego, Ph.D. 

Time for Questions

• To download this presentation and reference list
• www.clinical-assoc.com

• cappo@clinical-assoc.com
• Clinical Associates, P.A.
• 8629 Bluejacket St.  Suite 100
• Lenexa, Kansas 66214
• 913-677-3553


